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of  his best books, among them The Thistle and the Grail (1954), The Cone-



























On the whole,  this  second period has received  little critical atten-
tion, presumably because it does not affect readers as intimately as the 
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 Scottish books, although one at least (Dust on the Paw, 1961, which deals
with Afghanistan) has been highly praised and even compared with E. M. 




Kind of  Grace (1960), also set in Afghanistan. 10 One is set in Catalonia (The 
Sardana Dancers, 1964), while the rest are all concerned with the Far East, 
and particularly Malaysia (Borneo).
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native peoples (Dust on the Paw, The Holy Tree, Bonny Chung), while others 
devote their attention to the expatriates (A Far Cry From Bowmore, A Figure 
of  Fun, The Sardana Dancers). Interracial relationships are common and 
are explored in many different forms (“Imelda and the Miserly Scot”, The 
Expatriates, Dust on the Paw, “A Far Cry from Bowmore”). These works are 
not so much about homesickness, a necessary component of  the experi-
ence of  exile, as about the dificulty of  breaking links with the country of  



















and Kemp in Some Kind of  Grace (1960). Once again, death is impending 
and the meeting is mediated through Gaelic, which appears here as the 




















Put out more Flags (1942). 16 In this book the reader encounters the typ-
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ghetto of  white expatriates. The point is made particularly in the only 
novel set in Catalonia, The Sardana Dancers. It is a complex narrative set 
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